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Gibraltar crypto license regulation

The crypto business has many advantages, but only for those projects that work within the legal framework. More crypto projects are turning to crypto-friendly jurisdictions to avoid future problems. One of the most popular crypto-friendly jurisdictions is Gibraltar.


























 Main principles crypto license regulation in Gibraltar












Resource availability. In this regard, there are no specific requirements on the amount of money and adequate capital, internal procedures, insurance of clients' funds. Provider resources are evaluated individually in each case. Reliable protection of client assets. The supplier should adequately and competently maintain documentation, ensure the safety of data and funds of clients. 















Corporate Governance. The organization’s well-designed internal structure, sound business processes, controls and overall corporate culture must rise to the occasion. Cybersecurity. In order to obtain a DLT license in Gibraltar, the applicant must provide an unprecedented level of security, quickly respond to possible threats. Fight against financial crimes. 















The provider is obliged to carry out thorough inspection of the client in accordance with the Law on Criminal Activity. Anti-crisis plan. In order to obtain a DLT license in Gibraltar, the applicant must be prepared for unforeseen circumstances and close down as a solvent and orderly supplier if necessary.

















How to get crypto license in Gibraltar

Only those who have received a certificate of completion of the initial assessment may apply for a Gibraltar DLT licence. The special unit responsible for the blockchain Risk and Innovation team helps with the initial evaluation. This organization assesses whether the company falls under the new Gibraltar crypto license regulation. The admission fee depends on the complexity of the application. By the way, the initial assessment is also worth 2,000 pounds. This money is not returned regardless of the results. From the documents the applicant for the DLT-license will need: copies of passports, confirmation of address, detailed business plan, information about all important members of the company. It should be noted that the new regulation does not apply to ICOs, but only to those market participants who use blockchain technology to store the valuables of customers. While individual entities already have a financial licence, they do not need to obtain a license from the DLT service provider in Gibraltar.
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 Advantages of the Gibraltar crypto license regulation:


 	clear tax system, low tax rates;
	transparent regulation. The legislation establishes 9 principles that must comply with the crypto project. The regulator, after considering your application, will provide you with various recommendations.
	individual approach of the regulator to each project. The authorized capital, the fee, the necessary economic presence in Gibraltar depended on the project’s characteristics.
	Gibraltar is considered a prestigious jurisdiction that attracts large players in the crypto industry.
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 The main stages of crypto licensing process in Gibraltar




 1) Pre-application engagement: the regulator assesses the risks and potential of the project. It is necessary to determine the project budget and capital requirements of the company. Then the project will be defined in one of three categories of complexity. There are capital requirements for different categories, application fees and annual state fees.

2) Full application: registration of the authorized capital, fulfillment of requirements for economic presence, filling of various forms and establishment of AML procedures.

3) Application considerations and taking decision: The project is checked for compliance with the 9 established principles of the regulator, whether the company will actually operate from Gibraltar.
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